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2016 the year of the monkey
The coincidence of the 40th anniversary of
“Samurai” (March 1976) should make us reflect on this sign of the years “SHEN”.
The vitality of the Chinese horoscope finds its
peculiarity in a phrase of the venerable, Sage
Master Confucius (551 a.C. – 479 a.C.) “If
the problem has a solution, worrying is pointless, in the end the problem will be solved. If
the problem has no solution, there is no reason to worry, because it can’t be solved.”.
The sign of the Monkey
Those born in the Shen years are gifted and
bright, active and clever, good at competition,
nimble and chivalrous, quick in reaction and act according to the situation.
They are highly sociable and good at comprehension, easily merged with others,
but dislike to be controlled by others and prefer fresh things. They are clever,
full of wit, innovative, very quick in reaction, and have a strong desire of
showing off. They have a strong desire to pursuing knowledge, read books of
broad subjects, and have a wonderful memory.
They are flexible and creative, and have a strong leaning to their elder members
of the family, but the relationship between husband and wife may be tense or
disturbed.

Message from the President, Gsb
Dear friends, Kaicho, So – Shihan, Shihan – kai, sensei, sempai and kohai,
2015 is finished and now it is the time to congratulate ourselves on the
strengths and successes of our Federation.
I should feel satisfied to be, in good and bad, arriving at the gateway of the 40
years of the Wjjf/Wjjko. Since the passing away of my travel companion, Soke
– dai, Robert Clark, I assumed my responsibilities & obligations - “obligations”,
rather than “honours” which makes me think about a place at the shadow of a
bamboo forest, taken to reflect and rest.
I travelled a lot, too much in a certain sense. I put my body to the test, in the
last three years. I never missed any event, not even when I had some health problems did I stop.
Among many successes, we have made great progress in Cuba & I will be travelling again there this month to further develop in the area.
We have forged strong links in Greece.
We had a very successful Congress in Ireland with participation from all over
the world.
We have regained one of our longest-standing members,
Shihan Dave Flaherty MBE, a 9th dan and his group in
Great Britain is growing.
Australia has come back to us, as we wanted, the son of
Soke Jan de Jong (1942 - 2009), Hans, is our ambassador
and s shihan Peter Pace, the official representative. A clear
response to the gossip.
One last thing. During the meeting of the high levels “white/red belts” – do you know what it means? Regarding Judo
(7/8/9/10° dan), at the presence of friends: George Kerr
(Gb) 10° dan, president of the British judo Association;,
Haruki Uemura 9° dan,, president Kodokan Tokio, Uf
World Promotion Director; made a question about the style (ryu – ha). Haruki Uemura says : “if the prof. Jigoro
Kano (1860 – 1938), founder of its jujitsu which called
“kodokan judo”, the school where we can practice the old
art, has lived in this century, he could write the kata in different ways. Every technique – waza – should have made at
least with 3 modifications (san – po), to arrive to 5 (go –
ho). This is the evolution of the “Syllabus”, which Kano
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sensei called go-kyo, the 5 base elements! The study and fantasy should have to
be the fruit of a master, who we can consider like that, not make a bad copy of
Kano sensei!”
While Haruki Uemura sensei, remembers he is the president of the Kodokan,
not of the dojo on the mountains Fujiyama, (the mountain of the chrysanthemum), I meditate about the interpretations of the “Syllabus” which Soke Dai
Robert Clark has created and that I have graphically realized and printed in our
family factory (1978).
For me it was always clear because none has travelled as much with Soke Dai
Clark as I have. The others, people do not know, overall because it is easy.
This is the importance of a dan – menjio - that the signature (right now mine)
is recognized by the following International Federations:
- International Japan Kuniba Kai Nihon Budo Kyogikai (Osaka) Soke Kozo
Kuniba
- Wjj Confederation Tafisa Sweden with their founders and the respective federations:
Paul G Hoglund, Sweden, (WJJC President)
Spartaco Bertoletti, Italy,
(WJJC 1st Vice President)
Bruce Bethers, USA,
(WJJC Secretary General)
Gianfranco Camerini, Italy, (WJJC Treasurer)
Patric Hickey, USA,
Auvo Niiniketo, Finland
Istvan Kelemen, Hungary
Hisham Aljassir, Kuwait
Rainer Grytt, Germany
Helder Nunes, Portugal
Tawfiq Jaunbocus, Mauritius
Leif Hermansson, Sweden
Ron Yamanaka, Canada
Farook Pirbacosse, Mauritius
- Ibssa Sport Federation Budapest Hungary
- World Union of Qwan Ki do founding master Pham Xuan Tong
- George Alexander (Usa Florida) International Shorin Ryu Karate Kobudo Federation
- Bruce Heilman OKINAWA KENPO KARATE KOBUDO UNION (Usa)
- Kelement ryu
Soke Istvan Kelement
- Hokuto ryu Soke Auvo Niiniketo
- Gilberto Pauciullo International Wushu Sanda Federation (Italy)
- Roland Maroteaux, maestro fondatore, (Francia) del Takeda Ryu Maroteaux
ha
-Leif Hermansson, maestro (Svezia) Ryu Kyu bobujutsu
- John Therien/Alain Sailly, maestro fondatore (Canada)
della Wjj Kobudo
- La Salandra Pro Defensive Solutions RAPID (Italy)
The facts after this are crossed because of a “simple” 1%
(one per cent)” which obliges me to stay on the saddle, in
another position, with the 3 chairman, delegates for 5 continents, besides the real representatives.
We are at the beginning of a long legal battle and I’m
working personally to do what we have to do to maintain
our reputation, built over a lifetime of struggles, so that
Soke Dai Clark’s and my careers will not have been in vain.
And so the chairmen, my Caesars can work at the best
towards a sustainable future for all.
“Long life for my enemies, because they can be there to assist my success and after they can die for envy.”
If my enemy was a samurai, we could have solved the question in a neutral dojo as in the past (TORYU-JIAI challenge to defend the School). But he is a simple usurper!
A building cannot represent a life’s work – it is only bricks
and mortar. While I am certain there are many good people
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still training in Liverpool in our system, I fear they have been greatly misled.
The usurper of Liverpool is self-appointed and writes that he is not interested in
“ego” yet after this he signs as Kancho, a title given and later cancelled by the
Kuniba Kai, Japan which I represent as vice president. Unless he graduates alone. With the absence of anyone to accredit the WJJF Liverpool grades – does
that mean they are self-appointed also?
This brings me to a moment of sadness which ended our year. Two fine young
men, one whom I trusted as my legal advisor, have decided to change their path
and while we are sorry to see them leave, we hope that all their assistant coaches
and students are aware that, should they wish to remain a part of the Federation
their grades are recognised in, WJJF-WJJKO is strong in Italy and there are
many more opportunities for them here. I cannot help but be reminded of the
Shakespearean quotation from King Lear: ‘How sharper than a serpent's tooth it
is to have a thankless child!’ I am glad my friend, Bob Clark is not here to witness it.
To end on a positive note – and yet another thing we can be very proud to
bring into fruition in honour of my dear friend and travelling companion:
Robert Clark Foundation
Registered n° 013234463 data 16/12/2014 Soon after the passing away of the
soke dai, Robert Clark February 2012, I had proposed to put in a corner the
Wjjf/Wjjko included the logo, and work for the Foundation.
Someone, without looking too far, fought and so we lost time and potential.
The objectives for the “Robert Clark Foundation” is for the benevolent work to
aid charity, social work and more.
The “Syllabus” is the grammar of the Wjjf/Wjjko, and not the style (ryu). In
fact Soke Dai Clark never called it “my jujitsu”, but “our techniques”.
In 2016, with the Congress of Rome (June), a clear definition will be born
about the style schools, inside the federation with many,
menkyo, responsible, to avoid the convenient interpretations and fantasy.
I have written a lot, I’m a journalist (1966) and surely this
is one of my failings.
I wish you a happy new year 2016 that of the “monkey”
the Chinese mythology tells that those born in the Shen
years are gifted and bright, active and clever, good at competition, nimble and chivalrous, quick in reaction and act
according to the situation.
The meeting is in Rome in June where at the time of the
“Imperium” roman (head) of the tribunes said “All roads
lead to Rome” Omnes viae Romam ducunt … but not for
everyone that is clear!!
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, Shike and President WJJF
since its foundation in 1976

Wjjf/Wjjko: the International President Shike Gsb in Forlì
A touching ceremony; the release of the prestigious title of Soke to the Italian technician: the
master Carlo Alberto Pari. Class 1956, 8° Dan.
A martial path of over thirty years (www.gruppoaks.it), in many martial arts. For years national T.D. Aics (one of the biggest Italia sport
promotion bodies recognized by the Ioc) for
the disciplines of Bu Jutsu (martial arts, combat, self defence).
A great love: the (total) self defence. In the
early 2000s, the master Pari, assisted by his son
Mattia, started the realization of a program of
Ju Jitsu, which goes from free hands (over 150
techniques) to firearms (Todd Operating shoo2

ting defence; the armed section for adults), passing through every legal instrument designed to defend. In 2015, a first for martial arts, it was put in the program, however in constant evolution, it was scientifically tested in order to estimate the physical potential of the act to defend the practitioner. Gold Coni badge in 2009 (Emilia Romagna), after some International awards, also the
Wjjf/Wjjko, in the hands of the president Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti,
has awarded to the master the title of Soke JJMMP (modern ju jitsu system Pari), one of the few (about ten) in the world of about 53 affiliated countries affiliated to the World Federation, Soke Jjmmp

End of the Year message
Marius Vizer, IJF President
Dear Judo Family, IJF closes a successful year at all levels, and for this, I would
like to thank first of all the athletes and their national federations, the clubs and
coaches that formed them, those who manage them, as well as the continental
unions and their organizational structures, the IJF Executive Committee and
staff, but also the National Olympic Committees that supported the activity of
judo organizations.
Thank you to the sponsors and partners of the IJF, the media and the judo fans
all over the world, who were always with us for each IJF event.
In 2015, World Judo Day had “UNITY” as a theme. I wish that “UNITY”
would be the value that permanently
consolidates our community, that
honour, dignity and all the other values of judo would give us always
the force and motivation to make
our sport progress and to transfer its
values for the benefit of society.
I wish all of you a happy festive season and a year 2016 with many
achievements.
Happy New Year!
IJF President’s Office • HUN 1051
Budapest, Jozsef Attila str. 1

Rules of gendai budo

To bring this to everyone’s attention:
According to the rules of the Gendai Budo (modern budo), the titles (denshi)
or classes as the "Shihan Kai", granted by membership of our Federation are automatically rescinded once the individual leaves the Federation.
So for people with titles such as kancho, shihan etc, and the under titles of seniority as renshi /kyoshi /hanshi who have discontinued their membership of
our Federation, headed by the President Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, we
certify that these titles are no longer valid and recognized.
With the exception of the Dan- Menjo (which perhaps have the right of portability among organisations), the titles are an internal classification of the Federation with the only pyramidal and organisational scope inside the same structure of the Federation.
As a consequence, of non-membership to the Federal structure, the titles lose
every significance and validity.
Every person who is no longer part of our worldly Federation Wjjf-Wjjko will receive, as for our common rules, a
written communication of the decline of his/her own title.
We are at your disposition,
Sincerely yours
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti
Shike and President WJJF since its foundation in 1976

New Kuro Obi
Casteggio, 17 December 2015
During the keiko of the end of the year to Istvan Madarasz , from the putza,
The Hungarian valley, has been given the black belt, kuro obi, sho dan menjio
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(1st dan)
A real satisfaction for the dojo
of shihan Gianfranco Camerini and Wasi

The rest is not important.
Yoi otoshi o! I wish you Happy new year!
Osu!

Take e Sake (Bamboo
and rise liquor)

Helsinki 8-9-10 January 2016
A lot of snow not to mention the cold (-20 and below)! It has been a lot of
years since there was so much snow!!
The annual seminar of Koden Enshin Ryu (Gsb Ha, registered at the office
UIBM effective date 05.02.2014 n. 1577938), organized by Soke Auvo Niiniketo 10° dan (WjjConfederation) for the ken jitsu of the Hokutoryu was
held at the ’“Hotel Langvik Resort” among the most inn in Helsinki. For the
chronicle also the president, judoka of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin,
has been there.
In this weekend we have talked a lot about the character/zar Putin, who, after
training has given the passport and the citizenship to the ct for the Russian national team to , Ezio Gamba, from Brescia doc.
This is the period of the kan – geiko and colder than Finland - there is only
Russia!
Beside 80 students of different level attended for a sweat bath under the direction of Gsb shike and Gianfranco Camerini, and Kimmo Tenhunen, Shihan,
“ichi ban” (number one) for the Koden in Scandinavia, has made the rest. Also
Vantar Risto (8° dan) has not missed the meeting, the pivot of the Hotoku ryu

Torre di Mosto (Venice) 1 January 2016
Kan Geiko, special winter training
Only for few, on the contrary
only four, were present with
the back bare, with the katana
and bamboo, (take), to celebrate as the tradition for the
new year wants, bisesto, 2016.
Honour guest, Syuseki shihan,
(Token) Angelo Balconi stand
up since few days after an operation at the hip; Giancarlo
Koliotassis and Gianni Ronchini Shihan and Gsb.
What is the kan geiko (special
winter training)
The custom of the conflict of
the kan geiko, go back to
1894 and was established as a
form of physical and mental
training.
It begins the 6 January and it
lasts one month (the coldest
period of the year). Before the
war (1941 – 45) the kan
geiko was done early in the morning (from 5 to 7). Nevertheless, after the war,
the exercises during the week are done in the afternoon, and only in the weekdays, they are during the early morning.
While many are talking about “culture, spirit, abnegation, honour” few among
the few are believing in the real value of the Budo – non gendai - budo = modern budo -.
The gekken the Japanese dancing, literally, “severe sword” is taking us without
any doubt to the “suemonogiri”= the traditional cut of the bamboo, where the
adaptability is imposing to the power: “ju – yoko – go – or – jiutsu”.
A kampai, toast, as a wishing in this new year for giving the best of ourselves.
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Suomi,
Finland

Gsb

sauna and snow
sauna,
umi
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of Soke Niiniketo.
Absolute news the training with 2 swords, dai – sho, according to the interpretation of the master Saburo Minaki (1906-1986).
A suspense closing and great humility for the traditional cut of the bamboo
(take), in “suemonogiri”.
The next one has already been decided in 2017, always in January. “Kiitos”, I
hope, Finland!
Gsb

WJJ and Certification
I would like to humbly thank you and your organization as well as Bruce
Bethers and the USJJF for the honor and confidence bestowed upon me by the
awarding of the ninth dan certification. I will do my best to uphold the highest
principles and standards of your organization and martial arts in general to support the recognition you have given me.
Thank you.
Patrick M. Hickey, Director
International Kwanmukan

Usjjf & Usa-Tjk Seminar
Seminar in Florida,USA
On December 5-6, 2016 – a Two Day Training Clinic was conducted in the
Jyoshinkan Dojo hosted by Sensei Jorge Delgado in Pembroke, Florida USA.
Mr. Bruce R. Bethers, President of USJJF & USA-TKJ conducted the Referee
Course and Senior Sensei from across Florida assisted in the Weekend event by
taking turns teaching various traditional skills in Ju-Jitsu & Kodokan Judo.
These Sensei included Jorge Delgado, David Parritt, Earl DelValle, John Newton, Dionisio de la Torre Jr., Roberto Alvarez, Delcides Diaz & James Ragan.
Day One – USJJF & USA-TKJ Referee Course. Sensei Bethers provided a
background overview of USJJF & USA-TKJ and explained the organization
missions. He explained that the primary objective was to provide a “balance” of
training opportunities for the both “Traditional” focused as well as “Sport”
minded members..!! He stated that Competition is an important National Program in USJJF & USA-TKJ. However, he continued that unlike the organizations affiliated with the Olympic Sports (such as IJF, WTF & WKF), Competition in USJJF & USA-TKJ is only a “slice of the pie” – “Not the Whole Pie”.
In other words, “Competition” in USJJF & USA-TKJ is Not the Overwhelming Emphasis…
USJJF has several venues of competition to include: Ju-Jitsu Kumite, Brazilian

Jiu-Jitsu, Kata, Self-Defense and Kobudo. USA-TKJ venues of competition
are: Judo Shiai, Kata & Self-Defense.
The following persons completed the referee training and were certified as State
Level (Class C) Referees in both USJJF & USA-TKJ: Jorge R. Delgado, Dionisio de la Torre Jr, Alian Bano, Omar Garcia, Roberto Alvarez, Kristofer Alvarez,
Lionel Diaz, Delcides Diaz, Alejandro Casuso.
Day Two – USJJF & USA-TKJ Traditional Skills Training. Sensei Bethers along
with other Senior Sensei from across Florida took turns teaching various skills
in Ju-Jitsu & Kodokan Judo. For five hours, about 35 participants received training in Taisabaki, Uchi Komi, Nage Waza, Ne Waza, Kaeshi Waza, Kata & Kobudo.
During this two day event, the Opportunity to Celebrate and Recognize Leadership, Accomplishments and Long Term Service occurred.
The following person were recognized Certificates of Appreciation - Ricardo Valdez, Jorge Delgado, David Parritt,
John Newton, Earl DelValle, Delcides Diaz, Dionisio de la Torre Jr., Roberto
Alvarez, Kristofer Alvarez, Jeffrey Conn & Lionel Diaz.
Dan Grade Promotion: John Newton - Rokudan
USA-TKJ Dan Grade Promotion: Jorge Delgado - Godan
WJJF-WJJKO International Dan Grade Certification: Jorge Delgado - Rokudan,
Earl DelValle - Rokudan, and James Ragan - Yondan.
The USJJF (serving as World Ju-Jitsu Federation-USA) has been serving its
Members since 1971 and we are continuing to grow and add more programs
and benefits of membership. One of the most important benefits to our members is the “close affiliation” that we have with several other National and International Martial Art Organizations (of which some are also (like USJJF) the
National Governing Body or World Governing Body for the sport venue of
their martial art.
Members of USJJF have friendly direct access to other important USA & International Organizations, such as the USA Traditional Kodokan Judo (USATKJ), United States Martial Arts Federation (USMAF) and the USA Karate Federation (USAKF), USA Aikido Association (USAAA), World Ju-Jitsu Federation (WJJF), World Ju-Jitsu Kobudo Organization (WJJKO), World Jiu Jitsu
Confederation (WJJC) and the Martial Arts International Federation (MAIF).

United States ju jitsu National Championships
Dates: Friday & Saturday, April 8th - 9th 2016

Hosted by: United States Ju-Jitsu Federation (USJJF)
Sanctioned by: USJJF, WJJF, & WJJC
Championships Location: St. Albans High School, 2100 Kanawha Terrace, St
Albans, WV 25177 USA
Recommended Hotels: (304) Sleep Inn Exit 47 776-7711, Comfort Inn Exit
47 776-8070, Holiday Inn Exit 56 744-4641, Wingate Inn Exit 56 744-4444
(Closest Airport: Yeager Airport - Airport in Charleston, West Virginia)
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UNITED STATES JU-JITSU NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Competition Events:
Ju-Jitsu
Traditional Kodokan Judo
Jiu-Jitsu Grappling
Officials Mr. Bruce R. Bethers, President & Championships Director - United States JuJitsu Federation (USJJF)
Mr. Patrick M. Hickey, USA-TKJ Vice President & Chairman - USJJF Central
Technical Committee
Mr. Roger A. Jarrett, Chairman – USJJF Vice President & Chairman - USJJF
Referee Committee
Mr. Brian D. Walsh – USJJF Chairman, USJJF-Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Committee
Complete Entries On-Line:
United States Ju-Jitsu National Championships https://events.membersolutions.com/event_register.asp?content_id=60979&s
USJJF Annual Membership –
https://events.membersolutions.com/event_register.asp?content_id=13986&s

International calendar Wjjko 2016
11-16 March: Norcia Italy 29th Stage and Coppa Italy of ju
jitsu
11-12 June: Rome Wjjf/Wjjko Congress
23/25 September: Gaeta Italy Stage
21/23 October: Octobercamp in Bergen (Norvegia)

5

-OR“SEND Entry Forms for the United States JU-JITSU National Championships
to:
USJJF National Office: Attn: Bruce R. Bethers,
3816 Bellingham Drive, Reno, Nevada 89511 USA
Competitors: Complete and submit the “Entry Form” by mail before March 31,
2016, or Register “On-Line” by April 8, 2016 to avoid the Late Fee of $25.00.
For further details or questions - Contact:
Mr. Bruce R. Bethers, Championships Director –
UNITED STATES JU-JITSU NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS, Phone:
775.851.8875.
For More Details See -Competition Regulations and Rules:
USJJF: www.usjjf.org
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/United.States.Ju.Jitsu.Federation
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